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Impurity contaminants in the core plasma of future burning devices such as ITER are
inevitable and will undoubtedly have a deleterious effect on plasma performance.
Unfortunately, because of the limited amount of information available', the models presently
being used to predict ITER performance simply assume a flat concentration profile for all
impurities with an ad hoc concentration chosen for each impurity. In an attempt to start
closing the gap between present experimental data and these models, experiments have been
conducted on DIII-D with particular emphasis placed on 1) characterizing the buildup of
intrinsic impurities in the plasma core in various confinement and divertor regimes,
2) measuring the steady-state impurity (both intrinsic and seeded) density profiles in various
operating regimes, and 3) determining whether impurity transport properties are dependent on
the charge (or mass) of the impurity.

In the present configuration of DIII-D in which graphite tiles cover ~90% of the plasma
facing surface, spectroscopic surveys show carbon to be the main impurity with the core car-
bon concentration typically between 1-3% of the electron density. Preliminary analysis has
revealed several interesting phenomena. First, the core carbon content in ELMing H-mode
plasmas is observed to decrease as the input power is increased. Secondly, the core carbon
content is observed to be higher in radiative divertor conditions (produced either by deu-
terium, neon, or nitrogen gas puffing) in which the peak heat flux to the divertor floor is
reduced by a factor of 5. Finally, observations have shown that in enhanced confinement,
ELM-free conditions (ELM-free H-mode and VH-mode), the total carbon content in the core
plasma increases approximately linearly with time with the electron source rate from carbon
influx exceeding the beam source rate by a factor of -2-3.

Distinct differences in the measured steady-state profiles of various low-Z impurities are
found as the confinement mode changes. In L-mode and in ELMing H-mode plasmas, the
concentration profiles of helium, neon, and carbon are all similar to the electron density pro-
file. However, in VH-mode plasmas, the helium density profile continues to mimic the elec-
tron density whereas the carbon and neon profiles are distinctly hollow. To address these
obvious differences in transport behavior of low-Z impurities, experiments to determine the
transport coefficients (namely, particle diffusivity and convective velocity) have been carried
out by introducing perturbative gas puffs of helium, nitrogen, and neon in L-mode, ELMing
H-mode, and VH-modc plasmas. The results of these experiments will be presented*
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